[Prognostic risk factors in children and adolescents with craniocerebral injuries with multiple trauma].
220 of 268 polytraumatized patients (82.1%) presented an additional head injury, which increased the mortality significantly. By the Hannover Polytrauma Score we could demonstrate that the severity of the polytrauma and the prognosis depended on the extent of the brain injury. Important risk factors were skull fractures and shock on arrival. 66.7% of the patients with a severe brain trauma and a skull fracture died; without this fracture, only 36.8% died. 76.1% of the children with a systolic blood pressure (SBP) > 80 mm Hg survived, but only 31.2% with a SBF < or = 80 mm Hg did not die. For all polytraumatized children we recommend a computer tomography of the head. In spite of a negative initial CT a follow up CCT should be performed.